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WHY STAY HUNGRY WHEN YOU CAN FEAST?LIVING WITH BLOOD PRESSURE
PROBLEMS HAS JUST GOTTEN A LOT EASIER!Are you tired of looking for easy to make
recipes online and disappointed by the hard to follow instructions? Are you diagnosed with high
blood pressure that makes your job even harder? No need to worry!From the author of several
bestselling cookbooks, busy mom and fitness enthusiast Tiffany Jones, comes a great new
collection of cookbooks filled with delicious, easy to make recipes that will make you live a
healthier, happier and more energetic life than ever.If you're looking for delicious everyday
recipes that are custom made for the complication that you have, these cookbooks are for you!
The sixth book of the series is for you if you are living with high blood pressure or if you want to
stay away from blood pressure anomalies. The book is full of tips and useful information anyone
living with abnormal BP should be aware of.In this book you will find, 35 delicious, easy to cook
recipes with way to find ingredients categorized under- breakfast- lunch- desserts- salad-
sweets- dinner and so onSome of the mouth-watering recipes featured in this book are★
Breakfast Crostini★ Black Bean Enchilada★ Beef Satay★ Tomato with Olive stuffed Portobello
caps★ Creamy Gorgonzola Polenta with Summer Squash Saute★ Cranberry Spritzer★ Veggie
Lover's Chicken Soup★ Hawaiian Kebabs★ Steamed Mussels in Tomato Broth★ Mango
TilapiaGRAB THE BOOK TODAY! STOP WORRYING AND START ENJOYING YOUR FOOD
'THE HUNGRY GIRL' WAY!

A must-see show, Flavours of the West Coast, and the knowledgeable and informative Chef
Steve Walker-Duncan, highlights what's interesting and innovative in West Coast cuisine. This
cookbook is a compilation of these culinary adventures and reflects that passion and pride so
evident in British Columbia. --Donald Gyurkovits, president of the Canadian Culinary
Federation-- (06/25/2012)Flavours of the West Coast is my favourite cooking show, with its
brilliant chef, easy to follow recipes . . . but primarily because it showcases our best local wines,
seafood, veggies, and meats. I have been hoping they would put together a cookbook! --
Elizabeth May, leader of the National Green Party of Canada-- (06/25/2012)A culinary road trip
through the local foods landscape of BC. --EAT Magazine-- (11/27/2012)A dip into the world of
BC food and how easy it is to make wonderful meals with local fresh ingredients. --Coastal
Spectator-- (12/27/2012)About the AuthorNine years ago, Karen Davies and her husband, Dai,
launced Cedarwood Productions in Victoria. They created the television series Flavours of the
West Coast to celebrate local and sustainable producers and growers, as well as BC's top chefs.
Now in its third season, the series is steadily growing in popularity and followers, and is the
second most widely viewed show on CHEK, after the news. It is hosted by award-winning chef
Steve Walker-Duncan.Trained under the tutelage of chefs throughout Canada and Europe,



award-winning chef Steve Walker-Duncan worked at M. Albert Roux catering to royal and
celebrity guests. He has been in the food industry for more than twenty-five years and boasts a
string of certifications to his name, including twice being voted Chef of the Year by his peers in
the Victoria branch of the Canadian Culinary Federation. Steve brings his trademark bonhomie
and good humour, combined with his culinary expertise, to Flavours of the West Coast, a vast
tour of the West Coast's hottest food spots.
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HIGH/LOW BLOOD PRESSURE? Hungry Girl has the Recipes Book 6 of the ‘Hungry Girl
Cookbook’ series by Tiffany Jones Copyright 2016 by Tiffany Jones - All rights
reserved. This document is geared towards providing exact and reliable information in regards to
the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is not
required to render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice is
necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual in the profession should be ordered. In no
way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in either electronic
means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited and any storage of
this document is not allowed unless with written permission from the publisher. All rights
reserved. The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any
liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or
directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under
no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against the publisher for any
reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either directly or
indirectly. Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher. The information
herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as so. The presentation of the
information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance. The trademarks that are
used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is without permission or
backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this book are for clarifying
purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated with this
document. DISCLAIMER The information provided in the ‘Hungry Girl Series’ is true and
complete to the best of our knowledge. However, the books are intended only to be an
informative guide for those who want to know more about food, cooking for certain health issues.
So, it is the responsibility of the reader to ensure the suitability of the recipes and diet plans for
their particular need. It is therefore highly recommended that the user consult his to her
physician before trying out the recipes. It is in no way this book is intended to replace,
countermand or conflict with the advice given by your own doctor or physician. If you suspect
that you have a health issue, professional medical or nutritional advice should be sought after
before making any significant dietary changes. The ultimate decision maker should be your
physician and we highly recommend that you follow their advice. Information in these cookbooks
is general and is offered with no guarantees on the part of the author Tiffany Jones or the
publisher ‘Smart ePublishing’. The author and publisher disclaim all liability in connection with
the use of the books. HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE KNOW THE DISEASE High Blood
Pressure (High B.P) is one of those very common diseases that have global presence amongst
people of all ages. You can be almost sure of coming across someone, in every conceivable age
group, both male or female, from every walk of life who could tell you about their blood pressure
problems. So, what is high blood pressure and why is it so common? Put simply, the pressure
with which your heart pumps blood around is known as blood pressure. Blood has to be pumped
from the heart, the left ventricle to be exact to the rest of the body. This process requires a lot of



exertion and so the heart has to push with enough pressure to get it to flow around the whole
body. This pressure is known as the systolic blood pressure and it is usually signified as the
larger number on your BP reading. After every push, the heart needs to ‘rest’ for a nanosecond
to ‘recoup’ before the next push. During this interval however, the pressure of the blood still
flowing in your arteries is known as the diastolic blood pressure and it is usually signified as the
lower number on your BP reading. TAKING BLOOD PRESSURE READINGS So what exactly do
these readings mean in terms other than just scientific terminology, and how exactly can you get
them? Blood pressure is, as mentioned earlier, measured as systolic and diastolic pressures.
They can basically be measured by attaching a cuff to your upper arm, forearm or wrist, as your
particular apparatus suggests. A small pressure gauge inflates the cuff to a pressure that is
above your known systolic pressure. A stethoscope will be used to hear the blood moving
through the arteries. A whooshing sound indicates the systolic reading. The point where this
sound can no longer be heard shows the diastolic reading. The systolic pressure is the first to be
read out, followed by the diastolic reading. Normal pressures are 120/80. Blood pressure
readings above this to 139/89 indicate pre-hypertension whereas a reading of 140/90 and above
indicates high blood pressure. One very common oversight on our part is that while we put a lot
of emphasis on safeguarding against high blood pressure, little attention is paid to symptoms,
causes and remedies that could help improve low blood pressures in any way. This is because
slightly low blood pressures are actually not a very huge medical problem and can usually be
cured by slight changes in your diet for a short period of time. Should you face persistent low
blood pressure, it could affect your daily life so it would be best to consult a physician. Pressures
of 90/60 and below indicate low BP. SYMPTOMS There are no very fixed symptoms of blood
pressure, so if anyone does feel that they have high or low blood pressure or are experiencing
headaches and dizziness or a ringing or burning sensation in their ears, it will be hard to judge
whether it is a symptom of blood pressure or some other ailment. Symptoms can therefore be
said to vary for different people. The only sure way of finding out if you are suffering from blood
pressure problems is to have your blood pressure checked on a routine basis. Excessively high
blood pressure however, could cause a person to experience headache, blurry vision, confusion
and fatigue, pain in the chest region, gasping for breath, heart beats that are irregular in nature
or even urine that is bloody or streaked with blood. Should any of these symptoms occur,
rushing to the hospital and getting a doctor to check you up would be the safest bet.Regular
checkups are especially important for those people who have greater chances of suffering from
blood pressure problems. Here it would also be relevant to mention that people who could be at
a greater risk of experiencing high blood pressure (or hypertension) include those who have
close relative who are also hypertension patients, have high cholesterol (or consume a
cholesterol-rich diet), take too much salt in their food, have little to no movement in their routine
life, are overweight or regular smokers and drinkers. Furthermore, age does factor in to the blood
pressure equation as older people are at greater risk of suffering from blood pressure related
problems. Chronic kidney diseases, sleep apnea, and thyroid or other adrenal problems could



also cause blood pressure. In these cases, where blood pressure is caused by another related
problem, treating the primary cause generally helps treat BP also. African-Caribbean and South
Asians are at greater risk of suffering from blood pressure and it is more common amongst men
as compared to women. SOME SUCCESS STORIES TO CALM YOU DOWN Developing high
blood pressure during pregnancy is one of the riskiest things that a person can have happen to
them since it could affect the health of both the mother and child. It is what happened to Billie
when she was 34 weeks pregnant and due to deliver her first baby. At 37 years of age, she had
never had blood pressure problems before and had in fact just gone in for a routine checkup to
her GP. She was hospitalized for five days during which time she was hospitalized and her baby
induced. The baby developed hydrocephalus, a build-up of fluid in his brain and had to have a
shunt inserted to direct the fluid to another part of his body where it could be absorbed. The
child was four months old at the time. High BP had also caused him to bleed the day after his
birth. Furthermore, Billie’s own blood pressure problems did not magically melt away after the
pregnancy. She was already taking plenty of exercise, and had never been into drinking all that
much either. However, she realized that along with regular medication, she needed to change
and eat a more healthy diet to be able to stay healthy and live a longer, more fulfilling life. At fifty
years of age now, she still feels healthy, active and is excited and happy to celebrate her
mother’s 90th birthday. “Hitting a healthy 90 is my goal in life too”, she says. Jim was lucky to
have a very supportive partner by his side when he was diagnosed with high blood pressure.
Even though he was 60 years old, the fact that he had high BP was quite a shock to both of them
since he felt absolutely fine. During a PR campaign on raising awareness regarding blood
pressure, he had simply put on the cuff to get his BP checked and that decision changed his life.
He got a very high BP reading, went to see his doctor who gave him some medicines and
suggested he make some lifestyle changes. Even though Jim was an active enough person for
someone of his age, he was overweight, and because he enjoyed doing a lot of community work
and was on the board for quite a few of the community service programs, he often ate at
meetings. The food served there was most fried and salty finger food. Post his checkup, he
started to take in more fruits in his diet, avoided all the fried and unhealthy food and consciously
made an effort to remain fit. Six months later, while he is still on medication, his BP is under
control, he’s lost weight and feels great! REMEDIES AND DIET PLAN Besides making sure that
you are not overweight, get plenty of exercise and do not drink to excess, maintaining a healthy
diet is the best way to staying healthy. Make sure that you eat a diet rich in fruits, vegetables,
whole grains and low-fat dairy products. Also ensure that while salt is an accessory to high BP, a
diet rich in potassium can help you combat the effects of excessive sodium. So go easy on the
salt, but eat foods with high potassium content. Also, while a doctor will be able to guide you
best on what you should or shouldn’t eat, here’s a general outline of what your daily food intake
should be like. Try to eat at least seven daily servings of whole grains, four servings of
vegetables, especially the green, leafy variety, four servings of fruit (supplemented by six ounces
of fresh fruit juice), two servings of low-fat dairy products, one to two servings of meat, poultry or



fish, four servings of nuts and legumes, two servings of oil and less than five servings of sweets
in an entire week. RECIPES FOR BLOOD PRESSURE Recipes for Breakfast Butter Milk
Pancakes with Apple Syrup

HIGH/LOW BLOOD PRESSURE? Hungry Girl has the Recipes Book 6 of the ‘Hungry Girl
Cookbook’ series by Tiffany Jones Copyright 2016 by Tiffany Jones - All rights
reserved. This document is geared towards providing exact and reliable information in regards to
the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is not
required to render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice is
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group, both male or female, from every walk of life who could tell you about their blood pressure
problems. So, what is high blood pressure and why is it so common? Put simply, the pressure
with which your heart pumps blood around is known as blood pressure. Blood has to be pumped
from the heart, the left ventricle to be exact to the rest of the body. This process requires a lot of
exertion and so the heart has to push with enough pressure to get it to flow around the whole
body. This pressure is known as the systolic blood pressure and it is usually signified as the
larger number on your BP reading. After every push, the heart needs to ‘rest’ for a nanosecond
to ‘recoup’ before the next push. During this interval however, the pressure of the blood still
flowing in your arteries is known as the diastolic blood pressure and it is usually signified as the
lower number on your BP reading. TAKING BLOOD PRESSURE READINGS So what exactly do
these readings mean in terms other than just scientific terminology, and how exactly can you get
them? Blood pressure is, as mentioned earlier, measured as systolic and diastolic pressures.
They can basically be measured by attaching a cuff to your upper arm, forearm or wrist, as your
particular apparatus suggests. A small pressure gauge inflates the cuff to a pressure that is
above your known systolic pressure. A stethoscope will be used to hear the blood moving
through the arteries. A whooshing sound indicates the systolic reading. The point where this
sound can no longer be heard shows the diastolic reading. The systolic pressure is the first to be
read out, followed by the diastolic reading. Normal pressures are 120/80. Blood pressure
readings above this to 139/89 indicate pre-hypertension whereas a reading of 140/90 and above
indicates high blood pressure. One very common oversight on our part is that while we put a lot
of emphasis on safeguarding against high blood pressure, little attention is paid to symptoms,
causes and remedies that could help improve low blood pressures in any way. This is because
slightly low blood pressures are actually not a very huge medical problem and can usually be
cured by slight changes in your diet for a short period of time. Should you face persistent low
blood pressure, it could affect your daily life so it would be best to consult a physician. Pressures
of 90/60 and below indicate low BP. SYMPTOMS There are no very fixed symptoms of blood
pressure, so if anyone does feel that they have high or low blood pressure or are experiencing
headaches and dizziness or a ringing or burning sensation in their ears, it will be hard to judge
whether it is a symptom of blood pressure or some other ailment. Symptoms can therefore be
said to vary for different people. The only sure way of finding out if you are suffering from blood
pressure problems is to have your blood pressure checked on a routine basis. Excessively high
blood pressure however, could cause a person to experience headache, blurry vision, confusion
and fatigue, pain in the chest region, gasping for breath, heart beats that are irregular in nature
or even urine that is bloody or streaked with blood. Should any of these symptoms occur,
rushing to the hospital and getting a doctor to check you up would be the safest bet.Regular
checkups are especially important for those people who have greater chances of suffering from
blood pressure problems. Here it would also be relevant to mention that people who could be at
a greater risk of experiencing high blood pressure (or hypertension) include those who have
close relative who are also hypertension patients, have high cholesterol (or consume a



cholesterol-rich diet), take too much salt in their food, have little to no movement in their routine
life, are overweight or regular smokers and drinkers. Furthermore, age does factor in to the blood
pressure equation as older people are at greater risk of suffering from blood pressure related
problems. Chronic kidney diseases, sleep apnea, and thyroid or other adrenal problems could
also cause blood pressure. In these cases, where blood pressure is caused by another related
problem, treating the primary cause generally helps treat BP also. African-Caribbean and South
Asians are at greater risk of suffering from blood pressure and it is more common amongst men
as compared to women. SOME SUCCESS STORIES TO CALM YOU DOWN Developing high
blood pressure during pregnancy is one of the riskiest things that a person can have happen to
them since it could affect the health of both the mother and child. It is what happened to Billie
when she was 34 weeks pregnant and due to deliver her first baby. At 37 years of age, she had
never had blood pressure problems before and had in fact just gone in for a routine checkup to
her GP. She was hospitalized for five days during which time she was hospitalized and her baby
induced. The baby developed hydrocephalus, a build-up of fluid in his brain and had to have a
shunt inserted to direct the fluid to another part of his body where it could be absorbed. The
child was four months old at the time. High BP had also caused him to bleed the day after his
birth. Furthermore, Billie’s own blood pressure problems did not magically melt away after the
pregnancy. She was already taking plenty of exercise, and had never been into drinking all that
much either. However, she realized that along with regular medication, she needed to change
and eat a more healthy diet to be able to stay healthy and live a longer, more fulfilling life. At fifty
years of age now, she still feels healthy, active and is excited and happy to celebrate her
mother’s 90th birthday. “Hitting a healthy 90 is my goal in life too”, she says. Jim was lucky to
have a very supportive partner by his side when he was diagnosed with high blood pressure.
Even though he was 60 years old, the fact that he had high BP was quite a shock to both of them
since he felt absolutely fine. During a PR campaign on raising awareness regarding blood
pressure, he had simply put on the cuff to get his BP checked and that decision changed his life.
He got a very high BP reading, went to see his doctor who gave him some medicines and
suggested he make some lifestyle changes. Even though Jim was an active enough person for
someone of his age, he was overweight, and because he enjoyed doing a lot of community work
and was on the board for quite a few of the community service programs, he often ate at
meetings. The food served there was most fried and salty finger food. Post his checkup, he
started to take in more fruits in his diet, avoided all the fried and unhealthy food and consciously
made an effort to remain fit. Six months later, while he is still on medication, his BP is under
control, he’s lost weight and feels great! REMEDIES AND DIET PLAN Besides making sure that
you are not overweight, get plenty of exercise and do not drink to excess, maintaining a healthy
diet is the best way to staying healthy. Make sure that you eat a diet rich in fruits, vegetables,
whole grains and low-fat dairy products. Also ensure that while salt is an accessory to high BP, a
diet rich in potassium can help you combat the effects of excessive sodium. So go easy on the
salt, but eat foods with high potassium content. Also, while a doctor will be able to guide you



best on what you should or shouldn’t eat, here’s a general outline of what your daily food intake
should be like. Try to eat at least seven daily servings of whole grains, four servings of
vegetables, especially the green, leafy variety, four servings of fruit (supplemented by six ounces
of fresh fruit juice), two servings of low-fat dairy products, one to two servings of meat, poultry or
fish, four servings of nuts and legumes, two servings of oil and less than five servings of sweets
in an entire week. RECIPES FOR BLOOD PRESSURE Recipes for Breakfast Butter Milk
Pancakes with Apple Syrup INGREDIENTSCanola oil – 1 tsp.Vanilla extract – ½ tsp.Egg white -
1Baking soda- ½ tsp.Whole wheat flour- 1 cupGround cinnamon- ½ tsp.Brown sugar- 2
tbsp.Apple syrup- 2 tbsp. PROCEDURE Take a large bowl and mix all the ingredients in it. Make
sure that there are no lumps and the batter is thick and smooth. Take a nonstick pan and grease
it with canola oil. Pour the batter into the pan. The batter must be poured in accordance with the
size of the pancake that you require. Cook for 2 minutes and flip the side. Cook the flipped side
for 3 more minutes and take the pancake out on a platter. Pour the apple syrup on it and enjoy
your morning breakfast.If you are already suffering from high blood pressure whole wheat or
whole grain dishes in general are very good choices for lowering your blood pressure thanks to
their potassium content. They also can reduce your risk of insulin resistance and damage to
blood vessels. 2. Breakfast Crostini INGREDIENTSLow sodium margarine- 1 tsp.Cooked
button mushrooms - ¼ cupGreen onions (minced) – 1 tbsp.Fresh parsley minced- 1 tbsp.Pepper
– 1/8 tsp.Egg substitute- ¾ cupWhole wheat bread (light) – 4 slicesChopped tomatoes- ¼
cup PROCEDURE Spread the egg substitute on the bread slices and then toast it. Now spread
margarine on each of the toasts evenly. Take a bowl and mix the best of the ingredients along
with the mushrooms. Take a spoon and spread this mushroom mixture on all the slices in equal
quantity. The crostinis are ready to be served.Mushrooms contain lentinan which helps in
reducing the blood pressure and blood cholesterol levels. 3. Tropical Fruit Dipper
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George, “This one compacts with tasty recipes which were very helpful for high blood pressure
patients like me. The author describes the. This is an extra ordinary recipes book. I have been
suffering from high blood pressure and purchased it for healing this problem. This one compacts
with tasty recipes which were very helpful for high blood pressure patients like me. The author
describes the entire recipe with proper pictures. The recipes are described in an easy manner. I
feel better than before. i love this recipe book. Thanks Tiffany.”

Brianna Denise Krooberg, “For the whole family.. Yummy and delicious butter milk pancakes with
apple syrup. I love the book and the recipes therein. High blood pressure nowadays is common
to a lot of people especially to the older people. I pick the book with purpose for me and my
whole family. I will be sharing this to my Mother now.”

The book by The German Kitchen has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 3 people have provided feedback.
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